Alexander's Epilogue:

After defeating the Dream Realm Yunelias and returning to the normal world, Alexander should have been proud of his accomplishments. And yet, all he managed to feel was disappointment that he hadn't managed to find his lost father. He chose to remain on Risis, living in Mekos.

Every since Alexander returned to Mekos, he became obsessed with the Blood Marsh. Every day he would venture out into the Marsh, exploring every crypt and ruin he found, and mapping out every square inch. Every time he went out he would hope against hope for a sign of his father, but nothing ever came. He remained in Mekos long after he had run out of paper making his maps, yet still he had not found his father.

And so he remained, waiting for a sign...


Amadan's Epilogue:

That day, as the group bid its farewells, Amadan couldn't help but feel pride. He had faced an evil of old, and even gone mind-to-mind with Chamulsep himself... and came out intact. And he knew there was only one person to thank for it. Liea had chosen him, for whatever reason, and he could only hope that, one day, she called upon him again.

He decided to stay in Risis, finally getting around to what he meant to do when he first arrived: Alchemical Hunting. He ventured deeper into the marsh to retrieve herbs out of reach of the normal alchemists, while also keeping an eye on the crypts of the marsh. He had to retrain himself to use his bow left-handed. He never did manage to find his finger, but it was a small price to pay, overall. He managed to make a decent living, and in his downtime, continued to research Liea and Chamulsep.

But something was off. Something during the encounter with Yunelias had caused a small part within to break. Every day that passed, he felt more uncomfortable. The marsh was making him feel paranoid for reasons he couldn't understand. Occasional phantom pains in his missing finger made him jumpy. His dreams were plagued with nightmares, and on the quietest of nights, he could almost swear he heard Chamulsep still whispering evil nothings into his mind. 

Then on one unremarkable summer morning, he vanished without a trace.


Esstra's Epilogue:

After her journey through the Bloodmarsh, and in particular the final battle with Yunelias himself, Esstra left Risis a little more sure of her faith. Communicating with, and feeling the presence of Mariona had set her heart somewhat at ease, though there still lingered a sense that the future still shrouded the real key to her happiness.

She spent a while travelling from town to town, island to island, helping out where she could, spreading the word of Mariona where she felt that it would be received, always searching for a final peace but never reaching it. Of her former travelling companions, she heard nothing. Occasionally, she would seek to find out any news of them, but the nostalgia soon passed.

After a few months of moving around, Esstra finally settled down, providing healing and spiritual guidance in a small temple in a small town on an unimportant island, preparing herself mentally for the greater journey she would embark on before too long.


Kurex's Epilogue:

One by one, the members of the Blood Marsh party filed out of Tazabith's hut. First went Alexander, muttering something about a crazy undead lady. Then went Esstra, followed shortly by Sawbones. After it became apparent that Kurex was not about to leave, Amdan stood and left, flashing a gaze at Kurex before he left the hut. Tazabith frowned and shook her head.

"I guess I know what you want."

After a moment, Kurex spoke. "I presume it would be appropriate payment for our services."

"I know I shouldn't be doing this, but very well." Muttering a few short words under her breath, Tazabith lifted the curse. "Now leave. And never, ever come back, or I will personally sprinkle your remains into the marsh."

"But of course..." Kurex bowed mockingly and left the cottage, closing the door behind him. He turned, and set out for Mekos, never once looking back.

After a short march, Kurex reached Mekos. He was leaving this godforsaken island for good. He had what he wanted, and this island was no longer useful to him. He smiled and patted his chest, making sure the journal was still there. It was. Something like this, to the right archmage, could mean quite a lot of gold. And if there was one thing Kurex had learned, it was that gold meant power. Using a combination, of gold, blackmail, a silver tongue, and promises of payment on arrival, Kurex managed to secure a passage to Ona. It was a hell of a risk, to travel to his former homeland, but he needed to find a very specific person.

The ship ride was uneventful. There were no krakens or pirates, as the captain had feared. One short horse ride and several near misses later, Kurex reached Eolith, one of the largest cities on Mote. and his former home. After some quick scouting, he finally found the residence of the necromancer Sllithik, one of his three remaining contacts with the higher circles of magic. Sneaking in the back door, he entered the library. The old dragonborn turned around in shock.

"Kurex?" the dragonborn hissed "What on Mote are you doing here! Have you lost all sense? Ona is far too dangerous for you! You were banished!" He quickly pulled Kurex into a small study and muttered a phrase. "We are now shielded against prying eyes and ears. But tell me, what on earth compelled you to risk your life and come to see me?"
"Circumstances have forced me to play my hand. I have a dire warning to give you." Kurex then related the tale of how Chamlusep's lieutenants were alive on the Plane of Dreams, and trying there hardest to enter back into reality.
"You are sure? It was really Yunelias?" Sllithik whispered.
"Without doubt. And he referenced Chalmulsep, as well. I have little doubt that the Lord of Pain is out there somewhere, longing to come back and once again wreak devastation on Mote. More disturbingly, one of the members of my... entourage came upon a ring that he claimed contained a fragment of the Lord of Pain. He mentally battled him and barley won. But what is most disturbing of all is the fact that this ring was on Mote. What if there are more of these artifacts?"
"This is shocking news, indeed. I will have to consult some of the others about this. Perhaps Gaunik-Da will have more information on the goings-on in the Plane of Dreams. A visit to Keoshor may be called for, as well."
"I am sure you know best. But it is too dangerous that I remain here. I have one last deal to take care of before I flee again. Perhaps you can assist me."
"What?"
"Along the journey, we encountered a powerful fiend. He carried with him this journal." Kurex held up the journal. "I am loath to hide this, it would be too eager to be found to remain hidden long. And I do not wish to risk destroying it. Perhaps you could buy it?"
"Certainly. It will make a valuable addition to my library." replied Sllithik, handing Kurex a small pile of gold coins.
"Thank you. I need to lay low for a while. I have little doubt that if this incident is investigated, my involvement may be discovered. I cannot allow myself to be located quite yet. I think I will open a small shop in a quiet corner of a city far away, or perhaps take on an apprentice."
"I cannot image what horrors were visited upon you that you would consider taking on an apprentice. Are you sure you are alright?"
Kurex chuckled. "Your sense of humor is dry as your scales, friend. As always."
"Of course. Now, don't you have an island to flee?"
"Of course. And Sllithik?"
"Yes?"
"Thank you."

Without another word, the two parted. Kurex returned to the docks. He had enough gold for a passage to anywhere on Mote, and even then enough to buy and stock a small magic shop. Perhaps he would be able to settle down for once, relax, make some money as a "sage" in some backwater where no one knew who he was.

But something was not quite right. The visit to Sllithik had puzzled him somewhat, in a way he couldn't quite pinpoint. It was almost as if it reminded him who he was, and who he had been. He still wanted his power back, the only difference was that he now had a feasible way to get it. But that way wasn't as a purveyor of magical trinkets.

It was as an adventurer...


Sawbones's Epilogue:

If there is one thing that Allen learned in the Blood Marsh, it is the utility of violence.

Upon the goblin's return to Mekos, he returned to his work as a sawbones, skills only improved by his time adventuring. Still paying the elder Macterris' debts as best as could be managed, taking a beating now and again, but really only biding his time.

The body of an innkeeper on the city council was found in the marsh, half-submerged in a standing pool and half-eaten by wildlife. He had disappeared some months ago, probably carried off by an eagle on the outskirts of the marsh.

A month later, a the mayor's brother - a tanner - was found beaten to death in an alley, presumably for resisting a mugging. Some local thugs were arrested for the crime.

A powerful local merchant was flat-out murdered the next week, her throat cut on her own doorstep. Whispers of debts unpaid and ties to crime crept through the town.

And Sawbones simply left, leaving in the night for Risia with little more than boat fare, food, and his medical supplies. The temple to Phol-Phoram received a large, anonymous donation that night, and a small hovel on the outskirts of town burned down.

Anyone that Allen was indebted to was either recently deceased, unable to follow him, or unwilling to do so. He hitched a ride on the first ship he could find that was going far away, buying a position as a rower, and disappearing across the cold seas to lands unknown, where there would of course be work for a sawbones. Or, failing that, an adventurer.


Tabazinth's Epilogue:

Content with the work the adventurers had done, Tabazinth continued to delve into the mysteries of the Blood Marsh. However, now she took occasional trips to the Plane of Dreams, experimenting with sigil sequences and trying to learn more about the age of Chamulsep. And more importantly, how his lieutenant tried to break into the material world.

Many questions remain unanswered, but as Tabazinth's power grows, one thing is clear: if she ever sees Kurex again, one of them is going to die.


Mekos Epilogue:

The town of Mekos went back to normal shortly after the party's confrontation with the Dream version of Yunelias. Attacks from the marsh slowed for a time, allowing the townspeople to build a long-needed palisade. For it was naturally only a matter of time until the next wave of attacks. So goes life on Risis.
